A gift to After a time I extended my loans to the Bradford Technical Man- College at the request of the Principal who shared my feeling chestsr that some good might be achieved by giving the textile, engineering, chemistry and other students at his college an opportunity of seeing reproductions of fine works of arts and crafts on the walls of their corridors and original water-colours and drawings in their reading-room, These are changed from time to time and apparently they are welcome additions. News of my experiments in Bradford penetrated to other centres and I have lent selections to schools of art in Halifax, Harrogate, Birmingham, Leicester and Oxford as well as to Sheffield University. I had now gained the conviction that my entire collection might be made use of in connection with art galleries as well as schools of art and I decided to offer it to some central distributing institution with that object in view.
'I began by sounding certain authorities in London about three years ago as to whether it might be possible either to find or to found some institution there from which my collection with the subsequent addition of others could be circulated in small groups among some of the art galleries and schools of art all over England but outside London. Subsequently, I consulted Mr Aitken, the Director of the Tatc Gallery, explained my scheme, hinting at the same time that I might be disposed to make a beginning with part of my collection during my lifetime, He gave my suggestion his hearty approval and we both agreed that the best solution would be one of the big centres outside London such as Birmingham, Liverpool or Manchester, Of the three, Manchester appealed to me most. Your deep interest in music which led to the formation of the famous Halle' orchestra and afforded numerous other opportunities of hearing the finest creations and best exponents of that beautiful art; the importance of your university; your celebrated Rylands Library; your remarkable experiments in the theatre; your production of one of the greatest newspapers in the world under the able direction of Mr C, P. Scott; and your municipal art gal-
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